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What is another word for sensory neuron

Need another word that means the same as “sensory”? Find 10 synonyms and 30 related words for “sensory” in this overview. The synonyms of “Sensory” are: sensational, centripetal, receptive, sensorial, aesthetic, pleasurable, gratifying, rich, sumptuous, luxurious Sensory as an Adjective Definitions of "Sensory" as an adjective According to the Oxford Dictionary of English,
“sensory” as an adjective can have the following definitions: Involving or derived from the senses.Relating to or concerned in sensation.Of a nerve fiber or impulse originating outside and passing toward the central nervous system.Relating to sensation or the physical senses; transmitted or perceived by the senses. Synonyms of "Sensory" as an adjective (10 Words)
aestheticRelating to or dealing with the subject of aesthetics.Aesthetic feeling. centripetalTending to unify.Centripetal force. gratifyingGiving pleasure or satisfaction.Found her praise gratifying. luxuriousRich and superior in quality.Enjoyed a luxurious suite with a crystal chandelier and thick oriental rugs. pleasurablePleasing; enjoyable.Pleasurable activities. receptiveAble to absorb
liquid (not repellent.Only the dominant male would have had access to the receptive female. richMarked by richness and fullness of flavor.A rich gas mixture. sensationalVery good indeed; very impressive or attractive.You look sensational. sensorialInvolving or derived from the senses.Sensorial stimulation. sumptuousOstentatiously rich and superior in quality.The banquet was a
sumptuous luxurious meal. Usage Examples of "Sensory" as an adjective The sensory cortex.Sensory experience.Sensory organs.Sensory neurons.Sensory channels.Sensory input. Associations of "Sensory" (30 Words) ambrosialWorthy of the gods.Ambrosial food. aromaA subtle, pervasive quality or atmosphere.The tantalizing aroma of fresh coffee. aromaticAn aromatic
compound.A massage with aromatic oils. cerebrumThe principal and most anterior part of the brain in vertebrates, located in the front area of the skull and consisting of two hemispheres, left and right, separated by a fissure. It is responsible for the integration of complex sensory and neural functions and the initiation and coordination of voluntary activity in the body. eurekaAn alloy
of copper and nickel with high electrical resistance and a low temperature coefficient; used as resistance wire. feelHave a feeling or perception about oneself in reaction to someone s behavior or attitude.The girls hated it when he tried to sneak a feel. fragranceA distinctive odor that is pleasant.Our fine selection of classic fragrances for men and women. fragrantPleasant-
smelling.She gathered the fragrant blooms. gustatoryConcerned with tasting or the sense of taste.Gustatory delights. muskyResembling the smell of musk. nerveAny bundle of nerve fibers running to various organs and tissues of the body.He had the nerve to insult my cooking. nervesControl of your emotions.This kind of tension is not good for my nerves. odorAny property
detected by the olfactory system. odoriferousHaving or giving off a smell, especially an unpleasant one.An odoriferous pile of fish. odorousHaving a natural fragrance.Fresh odorous bread. olfactionThe faculty that enables us to distinguish scents. olfactoryOf or relating to olfaction.The olfactory organs. perceiveBecome aware or conscious of (something); come to realize or
understand.He perceived the faintest of flushes creeping up her neck. perceptionKnowledge gained by perceiving.Luther had a new perception of the Bible. perceptualOf or relating to the act of perceiving.A patient with perceptual problems who cannot judge distances. perfumeImpregnate with perfume or a sweet smelling substance.The cream is perfumed with rosemary and iris
extracts. recognizeShow official appreciation of; reward formally.These qualifications are recognized by the Department of Education. scentCatch the scent of get wind of.A glass of tea scented with a local herb. sensatePerceiving or perceived by the senses.Sensate creatures. senseBecome aware of not through the senses but instinctively.A good sense of timing. smellSmell
bad.I smell trouble. synapseThe junction between two neurons (axon-to-dendrite) or between a neuron and a muscle.Nerve impulses cross a synapse through the action of neurotransmitters. tasteThe sensation that results when taste buds in the tongue and throat convey information about the chemical composition of a soluble stimulus.This pudding is too sweet for my taste.
visceralObtained through intuition rather than from reasoning or observation.The voters visceral fear of change. visualVisible.Visual navigation.    Inflammation causes nociceptive sensory neuron activation, evoking debilitating symptoms and reflexes.Additionally, linear-nonlinear models can predict behavioral responses based only on sensory neuron activity.Sensory neuron types
have been distinguished by distinct morphological and transcriptional characteristics.Again, sensory neuron dye-filling pattern did not strictly correlate with phylogeny.Post-traumatic changes of the sensory neuron phenotype were also improved.There are several classes of sensory neuron that contribute to pain states.Recently, sensory return could be demonstrated following
spinal cord surgery bypassing the injured primary sensory neuron.This combination of specifically- and broadly-responsive pheromone receptors corresponds to published results of sensory neuron activity in vivo.The fly photoreceptor has long been used as a model to study sensory neuron morphogenesis and retinal degeneration. Fuente Definición de sensory neuron del Collins
Diccionario inglés Noticias de Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and gain access to exclusive updates and offers Sign me up National Limerick Day For National Limerick Day Collins Dictionary looks at the ground rules and patterns a limerick must follow, and discusses their origin. Read more 7 Shakespearean words to add to your vocabulary It’s English
Language Day! The annual event where language lovers come together to celebrate the great William Shakespeare and a chance to celebrate multilingualism in English-speaking countries around the globe. We’re celebrating with this list of 7 Shakespearean words to weave into your vocabulary. Without further ado, let us go forth. Read more What is brain fog anyway? Brain fog
has been on people’s minds in more ways than one during the pandemic and after the recent lockdownversary. Whether you’re struggling to concentrate in meetings, finding creative thinking nearly impossible, or you’ve lost interest in cracking into that latest bestseller, brain fog has become more common amongst the population. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps
Download our English Dictionary apps - available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all it's ad free, so sign up now and start using at home or in the classroom. Read more Word lists We have almost 200 lists of words from topics as varied
as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Amaze your friends with your new-found knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, linguistic insights, offers and competitions every month. Read more Trying to find another word for sensory neuron in English? No problem. Our thesaurus contains synonyms of sensory neuron in 2
different contexts. We have listed all the similar and related words for sensory neuron alphabetically. (redirected from sensory input)Also found in: Thesaurus, Medical, Encyclopedia.Related to sensory input: motor output  (sĕn′sə-rē)adj.1. Of or relating to the senses or sensation.2. Transmitting impulses from sense organs to nerve centers; afferent.American Heritage® Dictionary
of the English Language, Fifth Edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. (ˈsɛnsərɪ) or less commonly adj1. (Physiology) of or relating to the senses or the power of sensation2. (Physiology) of or relating to those processes and structures within an organism that
receive stimuli from the environment and convey them to the brain[C18: from Latin sensōrius, from sentīre to feel]Collins English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (ˈsɛn sə ri) (sɛnˈsɔr i əl, -ˈsoʊr-) adj. 1. of or pertaining to the senses or sensation. 2. of or noting a
physiological structure for receiving or conveying an external stimulus. Random House Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All rights reserved. (sĕn′sə-rē) Involving the sense organs or the nerves that relay messages from them: sensory receptors; a sensory nerve. Compare motor.The American
Heritage® Student Science Dictionary, Second Edition. Copyright © 2014 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Adj.1.sensory - of a nerve fiber or impulse originating outside and passing toward the central nervous system; "sensory neurons"afferent - of nerves and nerve impulses;
conveying sensory information from the sense organs to the CNS; "afferent nerves"; "afferent impulses"2.sensory - involving or derived from the senses; "sensory experience"; "sensory channels"extrasensory, paranormal - seemingly outside normal sensory channels3.sensory - relating to or concerned in sensation; "the sensory cortex"; "sensory organs"Based on WordNet 3.0,
Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc.adjective The American Heritage® Roget's Thesaurus. Copyright © 2013, 2014 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Collins Spanish Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged 8th Edition 2005 © William Collins Sons &
Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005Collins English/French Electronic Resource. © HarperCollins Publishers 2005 adj → sensorisch; sensory organ → Sinnesorgan ntCollins German Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged 7th Edition 2005. © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999,
2004, 2005, 2007 [ˈsɛnsərɪ] adj → sensorio/aCollins Italian Dictionary 1st Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995a. sensorial, sensorio-a, rel. a las sensaciones o los sentidos;___ acuity level → nivel de agudeza ___; ___ aphasia → afasia ___; ___ epilepsy → epilepsia ___; ___ ganglion → ganglio ___; ___ integration → integración ___; ___ overload → sobrecarga ___; ___
processing → procesamiento ___. English-Spanish Medical Dictionary © Farlex 2012English-Spanish/Spanish-English Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2006 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All rights reserved. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: But the most
widely prescribed class of sleeping pills, known as benzodiazepines, makes us less likely to rouse in response to sensory input. The findings showed that millions prescribed on these sleeping pills would sleep through a fire alarm as someone vacuuming next to their bed.Once inside the Snoezelen Sensory Room, these obstacles and barriers are removed so the individual can
begin to learn how to process sensory input. Building and utilizing this room makes a world of difference to their lives."When we eat, we perceive not only just the taste and aroma of foods, we get sensory input from our surroundings -- our eyes, ears, even our memories about surroundings," said Robin Dando, Associate Professor of Food Science and senior author of the
study."When we eat, we perceive not only just the taste and aroma of foods, we get sensory input from our surroundings - our eyes, ears, even our memories about surroundings," said Robin Dando, senior author of the study.I might not look it, but I'm autistic and there's plenty of daily activities we can do in today's society, but every now and again the sensory input gets too
much.Kids have rudimentary social and English skills, a reasonable idea of right and wrong, sensory input devices, and a brain.
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